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THE TYPE OF THE MAXIMAL OPERATORS
OF A CLASS OF WALSH CONVOLUTION OPERATORS

HE ZELIN AND DAVID MUSTARD

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. This paper discusses the properties of a class of p-adic Walsh con-

volution operators. The class consists of those 1-parameter sets of operators

with kernels that can be represented as the p-adic Walsh-Fourier integral of a

uniformly quasi-convex function. The paper proves that the maximal operators

associated with each 1-parameter set are all of strong type (00,00) and of weak

type (1,1).

1. Introduction

Properties of the Walsh-Fourier series and their various summations have

been discussed often, for example, in [1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14]. In 1955 Selfridge
[11] developed the Walsh transform on L(R+) (beyond that initially introduced

by Fine [4]) and discussed some of its properties. Among other things, he

discussed the modified Fejér mean

(1) lim  f (l-[^)f(u)ipx{u)du,

where / is the Walsh transform of /, [u] is the greatest integer less than or

equal to u , and y/x is the p-adic Walsh function with index x (x G R+), and

showed that for some integrable functions (1) does not converge a.e.

There has been very little further discussion on the properties of the various

means of the inverse Walsh transform on L(R+), but that field seems a more

mathematically interesting field than that merely of the summation of Walsh-

Fourier series.

The usual definition of the Fejér mean Tpf is

(2) Vqe[\,2],\ffeL«(R+)        Tpf = J' (l - - \ f{u)xp.{u)du,

and the integral in this can be rewritten as

(2') Tpf = f*[P(l--)ip.(u)du,
_ Jo   \      PJ
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where * is the (p-adic) Walsh convolution operation. In this paper we adopt

(2') as the defining integral because it is well defined for / e Lq(R+), not only

for q e [1, 2] but also for q e [1, oo].
In this paper we shall discuss the type of the maximal operator T where

(3) 7y=sup|7>/|,
peR+

and then by the representation theorem of [7] one can extend the result to more

general operators. The property of convergence a.e. follows immediately.

The notation in this paper is standard and follows that (for example) of

[2,11].

2. The first theorem

Theorem 1. Let Tf(x) = sup/,eE+ \f * J0p(l - u/p)xpx(u)du\.   Then  T is of
strong type (oo, oo) and of weak type (1, 1), and so also of strong type (p, p)

for 1 < p < oc.

Proof. Our plan is to expand u (u e R+) in a p-adic Walsh series and then

to obtain a majorant function of f0P(l - u/p)ipx(u) du from which we get that

T is of strong type (oc, oo). From this base we use a Calderón-Zygmund

decomposition to prove that T is of weak type ( 1, 1 ).

First we find the p-adic Walsh series expansion of x G R+  (cf.   [5]).  Let

x e [0, 1 ) have the p-adic expansion
oo

(4) x = ^2xkp~k,        xk e {0, 1, 2, ... ,p- 1}.

k=X

We show that there exists a unique ordered set of p numbers (ao, ax, ... , ap- x )

such that

p-X

(5) ^ai<p'k_{(x) = xk,

1=0

where tpk(x) are the p-adic Rademacher functions.   On using the definition

(Pk(x) = e(2n'lp}XM , equation (5) becomes

p-x
(6) J2a>ei2n'/P)Xkl = xk       (xk = 0,l,...,p-l);

1=0

that is, in detail,

ao + ct\ H-r-tfp-i = 0;

ao + axe2nilp + ■■■ + ap-Xe{2ni'p){p-X) = 1 ;

(7) ■ .

ao + axe(2ni'p)(p-X) + ■■■ + ap.xe^2n,/p^p-^ = p - 1.

This is a Vandermonde system of equations and the determinant of its coeffi-

cient matrix is

1 1 ••• 1
i ¿InilP ...       e(2ni/p)(p-\)

(8)

,(2nilp){p-\)     ...      e(2xi/p)(p-X)2
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which clearly does not vanish, and so it has a unique solution, which one easily

gets as

(9) ao = P-=¿±,       a, = e_{J/p)l _ {       (1=1,2,...,p-\).

Substituting (5) into (4), one gets the p-adic Walsh series expansion of x e

[0,1)

oo  p—\ co  p—\

x = y¿2¿2 ai<p'k-i(x)p~k = 53 ¿2 aii/iPk-'(x)p~k
/.^ it=l /=0 k=X 1=0

^      ' oof-1

= zZzZa'^Ax)P~k~X      (*e[0,l)).
i:=0 /=0

For x e [0, p"), one has x/pn e[0, 1) so

x       °° P~X ( x \

F       >t=o /=o Ky /

that is,
oo  p-X

x = ^^ai\plpk-„(x)p-k-x+n ;

it=0 1=0

that is,

oo    p—X

(ii) x= ¿2 ¿2aiviAx)p~k~\>
k=-n 1=0

the corresponding expansion for x e [0, p"). Since x is real, one also has

oo    p-X

(12) x= £ Y^ñiViA^p-'-'       (xe[0,p")).
k=-n 1=0

Now if x e R+ then there is an m e N such that x e [0, pm), and then

-m-Xp—X -m-Xp-X

¿2 ¿2a>vipkWp~k~{ = z2 ¿Z^vi^x)!?^'1
k=-cx> 1=0 k=-oo 1=0

-m-X   (p-X     \

= £   5> />-*-» = o,
A:=-oo   \/=0      /

and so we have the expansion for x e R+ as

oo     p-X

(n) x= Y, J2a^'pk^p~k~l    (xeR+)
k=-oo 1=0

and

oo     p-X

(14) x= ¿2 £3/F/p*M/>-fe-1      (xeR+).
k=-oo 1=0
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Having found the Walsh series expansion of «, we can get the majorant

function of J0p(l - u/p)y/t(u)du. Let

oo

p = ¿2 aiPnq '

q=X

where nx > n2 > ■ ■■ > nq > ■■ ■   (n,eZ) and aq e {1,2, ... , p - 1}. Then

[(l-f)xpt(u)du

/ +/JO Ja\Pn

<*iP ' r<*iP'+<*2P

+ ••• +

ra¡p"'+--+aqp"1

Ja¡p"i+- +aq-,p"

x ( 1-) ip,{u)du,

and we now estimate each term of the last expression. By (12)

1     _   - C"
= PniX[o,p-"i)(t),-- £ äip-k~x /     ylpk(u)\pt(u)du

P /,_  „ Jo

(15)

k=—n\

oo     p— 1

= Pn'X[o,p-"t)(t)- -  £ £ä/p-'r-1+"' /   Wipk^iiutyip-iMdu
? k=-n, 1=0 J°

1
oo     p—X

= pnxX[ü,P-H)(t)-- £ £û/p k ^Xvptjpk+p-^it),

" k=-n, 1=0

where Xs{t) denotes the characteristic function of the set S. So

ra,p"i    / ,.\ "1-1    r(r+X)p">raiP   (     u\ ¿z.' r{r+l)p   (     u\

r=0  •"•"

a,-l     „p"i

r=0

1 -
rp"'      u

P       P
ipt(u + rpn,)du.

Because 0 < u < p"< , it follows that y/,(u-\-rp"x) — ip,(u®rp"<) - ipt(u)i//(rpn<

a.e. and so

«l-i   rp"

£
r=05Í (.-?-;)*«.♦*">*

/        1-wt(u)du-/     uip,(u)du
Jo     \        P  J P Jo

<*,-l

-E
r=0   L

<¿/,(rp"

(16)
i «i-i

= 1£
P   r=0

OC       /7— 1

U-^K'/p,,-,)«- £ £«/p-/i-1+'"z[^,
*:=-». /=0

lpk+p-"\)(l)

x ip,(rpn>).
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Similarly

ra,p"l+a2pn2ra,p

Jaip"i
1-) y/,(u)du

(17) n w + aip"1 .
-ii-   ) \pt(u + axpn,)du

i*2— 1

= i£ {p-axpn'+rpn*)p^X[o,p~"2)(t)

oo     p—\

£ £«//>-*-'

fc=-n2 /=0

X[lpk ,lpk+p-"2)(t) V,(axp"< +rp

and
Qtp"'+■■■+<*,_,/>"«-1+a„p."

Ja¡p"i +

"I,        U   X
II-) \pi(u)du

p"l+--+a,_,p"«-l V P,

Pq-\

(18)

= -£ (p - a,p"'-a,_ipn'-' - rp"<)pn<Xio,p-<)it)

oo     p—1

- £ Y,*ip~k~1+"*Xf!P*,ift+,-.)(t)
k=-nq 1=0

x if/,(axpn« -\-+ aq-Xp"i-' + rp"«).

So by (16)-(18) we have

(19)

CP   Í \ .    oo       oo     p—1

J (i-;)w(«)rf« <^£ £ E^^'J^W')
7=1 fe=-BJ /=0

where yl is a constant. Let

oo        oo     p— 1

(20)

(21)

and

(22)

Clearly

(23)

By (19)

*;«) = -£ £ £p-*-I+fl^,,p*W<)'

^ 7=1 fc=-n; /=0

T*f= sup \f*K*p\,
pe«.+

Mf= sup i/i* a:;.
¿>€R+

(T/)(x) < (M/)(x)    and    (T*/)W < (Mf)(x).

oo        oo

||M/|U< sup||*;||,||/||oo<sup-£  £ p"

(24)

< sup^£tt <
p p j=x

p-l
= B
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where B = pA/{p - 1) ; so M is of strong type (00,00) (and, of course, T

and T* axe too).

In what follows we prove T is of weak type ( 1, 1 ). Clearly it is enough to

prove that M is of weak type ( 1, 1 ).

By the Calderón-Zygmund method (cf. [12] for the dyadic case—it is similar

to the p-adic case) we have that for every X > 0 there exists a sequence {Im}

of open disjoint p-adic subintervals such that

(25) \f(x)\ = g(x) + b(x),

where

(26) ||£||oo<W

and

here

b(x) = ^bm{x);

(27) bm(x) = 0   if x $ Im   and     /   bm(x)dx -0,
Jim

(28) ||6||, < 211/11,,

and

(29) |Q| = |IJ/J<t||/||,.

Because

(30)

Mf = sup l/l * k; = sup(g + b)*x;

< sup \g * K*p\ + sup \b * K*\ = T*g + T*b
p

and T* is of strong type (00, 00) and \g(x)\ < pi a.e., it follows that

(31) ||r*#||oo<5||£||oo<CA,

where C — Bp .

By (29), (30), (28), and (26),

|{x g R+\{Mf){x) > (1 + C)X}\ < \{x e R+\(T*b)(x) > X}\

<\Q\ + \Cicn{xeR+\(T*b)(x)>X}\

11/" 1
£ll/l. + i'

" m

where Ac denotes the complement in R+ of A .

Now we estimate   f„ (T*bm)(x) dx = L sup„ \bm * KZ(x)\ dx. Notice that

in this integral x $ Im and

r°° A _°°.   _°°_ p~\
bm*K;{x)=     bm{t)-T £ Y.P~k'l+Hix[^M+PMxet>>dt-

Jo P 7=1 k=-nj 1=0

Let J(l, k, n¡ , x) denote the support of Xupk ipk+p-"j\(x © 0 considered as a

function of t. It is a p-adic interval with length p~"j and including x e lpk .

f (Tb){x)dx < \\\f\U + |£ / {T*bm){x)dx,
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There are two cases to consider.

Case 1. p < l/\Im\. Here p*J < 1/|/M| {j = 1, 2, ... ), so />-»> > |/m|. Then
for each / e {0, 1, ... , p - 1}, j = 1, 2... , and k>-n¡, Im (the support
of bm(t)) c J(l, k, n¡, x) or Imn J(l, k, nj, x) = 0 , so bm * K*(x) = 0.

Case 2. p > l/|/m|. Let the integers fo and ko be such that p~"'o+l > \Im\ >

P~"jo and p^o"1"1 > |/m| > p^û. Then, by the proof of Case 1, we see that

/•oo a  Jo       oo     P — X

bm*K*p{x)=     bm(t)-T J2 Y.p~k'l+n'x^,ipk+p-"^xQ^dL
J0 ^ 7=1 k=-n, 1=0

Because x xf. Im and for k < k0, x e lpk £ Im, it follows that

J(l, k, nj, x), which is a p-adic interval including xGlpk with length p~n> <

P~"jo < |/m|, is disjoint from Im , and it is easy to see that -nj0 < ko ,

\bm*K*p{x)\ =

70      co   p-X/•oo a    JV      "^   t    Z

/ mo-E £ Ep-'-^xw^+p-j^eodt
J° ^7=1 /t=yto /=0

/•oo oo   p-1 .    >o

< A \   \bm{t)\ J2 Y.P~k'xx[¡pkM+p^(xet)- Y^p"'dt
J° k=kQ 1=0 y 7=1

/•oo °°   P-1

<A      \bm(t)\Y,YJP~k'xx[ipkM+p^)(xet)dt.
Jo k=ko 1=0

Therefore

[Tbm){x)= sup \bm * K*p(x)\
peu+

p-x

<^/     \bm{t)\^2Y>P~k~lXVpk,ipl.+¡fy]{xQt)dt        (Xi h
J0 k=ko 1=0

and so

/• />oo ^    V_' /»OO

(T*bm)(x)dx<A        IMOI ££/>"*-' /   %,,^)(A:eí)¿x

/•OO °° A n

33) = W   |Äm(/)|£p-^^ = —p-r\\bm\\x

J° *=*o P - '

= B\\bm\U,

where B = Ap/(p - 1). By (31) and (32) we have

\{x e R+\(Mf)(x) >(1 + C)A}| < |||/||, + j\\b\\x < l-^-

dt
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SO

\{x G R+\(Mf){x) > X}\ < (1 + 2^](1 + C)

This completes the proof.

3. The second theorem

Having proved Theorem 1, we can get the same properties for some general

operators by the results of [7].

We call gp(u) {u e R+) "uniformly quasi-convex" if and only if for each

P > 0, gp{u) e ,4Cioc(R+), g'p{u) e ¿?^0C(R+), and there exists a constant

C independent of p such that /0°° u\dg'p{u)\ < C. For example, if g(u) is

quasi-convex then g{u/p) is uniformly quasi-convex.

Theorem 2. If Kp{t) = J0°° gp{u)ip,{u)du where gp{u) is uniformly quasi-convex

and gp{oo) = 0 then T, where Tf = sup„eR+ \f*Kp\, is of strong type (oo, oo)

and of weak type ( 1, 1 ).

Proof. By [7] Kp(t) = /0°° gp(u)y/,(u)du e L(R+) so f^>f*Kp is an operator

from Li{R+) to L"{R+) for each g e [1, ooj. By (2) in [7]

sup
p€K+

/* /    gp{u)tpt{u)du = sup /* /    udg'Au) \   (l--) y/t{v)dv
JO P€K+ Jo Jo    V u'

I    udg'p(u) f*J   (l-^jipt{v)dvsup
p€R+

< C sup
p€K+

where C = sup^^ J0°° u\dg'p{u)\.
By Theorem 1 we get that T is of strong type (oo, oo) and of weak type

(1,1).
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